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INTRODUCTION
MOBILE MAPPING

This document contains some practical guidelines for running mobile mapping projects. Based on several years of experience with mobile
mapping technology (since 2006) we collected some lessons learned for you.

LESSONS LEARNED
The topics can be divided into the several process steps of mobile mapping:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Selection of the system to use;
Mission planning;
Data acquisition;
Data processing;
Feature extraction / business application

Since mobile mapping is applied for various business problems, the way how the process steps are executed can vary accordingly. Certain
business problems need the acquisition of different sensor data, therefore our top 10 is not a comprehensive list, but is a starting point for your
inspiration.
Mobile mapping is the process of collecting geospatial data from a mobile vehicle,[1] typically fitted with a range of photographic, radar, laser, LiDAR
or any number of remote sensing systems. Such systems are composed of an integrated array of time synchronized navigation sensors and imaging
sensors mounted on a mobile platform.[2] The primary output from such systems include GIS data, digital maps, and georeferenced images and video.
[Wikipedia]
This document focuses on the lessons learned from video/photographic based mobile mapping.
In general LiDAR based systems are better in delivering a high accurate dimensioning (geodetic purposes) and we believe that vision based
systems are better to register condition and context (asset management purposes). Besides that the vision based systems are used at a wider
target audience (easy to understand, also for non geodetic specialists). The last couple of years we see that since the emerge of AI technology the
demand for street level imagery has increased.
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1

SYSTEM
SELECTION
WHAT SYSTEM SHOULD I USE?
The simple answer is: the one that fits your business requirements. We’ve got a lot of questions about what cameras to use and what GPS/INS
system should be used.
Unless you have an unlimited budget, we always advice to focus on the needed detail level of the information that must be mapped.
Sensor quality (pixels, chip type, shutter)

FOCUS ON PIXELS ON TARGET
So if you need to collect detailed conditional information (like detailed level of road damage, or sign on electricity poles) you may need a higher
resolution (amount of pixels) per camera or you need more cameras and focus with lenses on the area of interest.
Since mobile mapping has to with a lot of motion during the recording and there can be a lot of variance in (back)light the quality of the sensor, the
shutter type (global or rolling) and framerate (fps) are important. In general a global shutter is more suitable for applications where the camera is
moving (driving) fast.
There are applications where the circumstances are hard for a camera to have a clear picture. Especially at dark places (tunnels) or for processes
where also in the night mapping has to be done, the sensitivity of the sensor is important.
Using cameras with more pixels might result in better picture quality, but will also result in bigger size to store on disk. Configure your recording
system and focus the pixels on the target of interest. Unneeded to say that a 360 camera covers everything around your capturing vehicle, but most
of the time the pixels are focused on the blue sky. Therefore we will make a comparison between a 360 camera and a high resolution camera.
for the OEM market!

So imagine that we compare a 360 degrees cameras of 100 MP and 32 MP camera with the 3 high resolution front cameras. So the field of
view (FOV) of the 3 hr camera is different from the 360 degrees camera.

100 MP

32 MP

26 MP HR

Resolution

11608*8708

8000*4000

12288*2160

Pixels

101082464

32000000

26542080

Field of View

360 * 270

360 *270

120 * 30

Coverage

97200

97200

3600

Pixels on target

1040

329

7373
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Figure 1
Example of a professional 360 camera. It covers (360 degrees *
270 degrees) so almost everything around the capturing verhicle.

Figure 2
Example of 4 high resolution cameras (3 focussing on the road in
front of the car and one focussing backwards
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GPS/INS ACCURACY
GPS receiver is in most cases not enough for mobile mapping. To
get a more reliable position from a driving car you will need an
INS to improve the location information in cases where there is
no good GPS reception (trees/high building):
An inertial navigation system (INS) is a navigation device
that uses a computer, motion sensors (accelerometers) and
rotation sensors (gyroscopes) to continuously calculate by
dead reckoning the position, the orientation, and the velocity
(direction and speed of movement) of a moving object without
the need for external references.[1] Often the inertial sensors
are supplemented by a barometric altimeter and occasionally
by magnetic sensors (magnetometers) and/or speed measuring
devices. INSs are used on vehicles such as ships, aircraft,
submarines, guided missiles, and spacecraft. Other terms used
to refer to inertial navigation systems or closely related devices
include inertial guidance system, inertial instrument, inertial
measurement unit (IMU) and many other variations. Older INS
systems generally used an inertial platform as their mounting
point to the vehicle and the terms are sometimes considered
synonymous.
So an INS helps the navigation system to calculate the ‘in
between coordinates’ when there is GPS outage. The higher the
quality of the INS, the higher the investment in these systems.
In general if you look at the systems that can deliver < 10 cm
accuracy, the price of these systems double when you want to be
twice more accurate.

HARDWARE TRIGGERING
TO SYNCHRONIZE MULTIPLE
CAMERAS AND GPS
If you want to synchronize several cameras/devices, it is
important that the data of each device is captured exactly at
the same moment. Some equipment like GPS systems have a
trigger out option, or you need an trigger device that can handle
combinations of incoming and outgoing triggers.

Figure 3
A trigger box
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MISSION
PLANNING
HANDLE RECORDING SCOPE GEOGRAPHICALLY
Data acquisition of the right location is very crucial to running projects in an efficient way. The availability of GIS or CAD data
can really improve the speed and data quality of your projects. It really helps you to focus on what is the scope to capture, what
already has been captured and what is still left to capture.

CITIES
a lot of governmental organizations already have geographical
data available, like neighbourhoods, zip-code areas. Use these
geographical areas to divide the city in recording parts, make a
plan that the car(s) will capture the areas consecutively.
Use the same naming conventions for recording tasks
accordingly to your GIS/CAD dataset. Use this dataset also to
create an estimation of data acquisition calculation. Dependent
on the traffic congestion, sun-hours per day, we calculate the
production of capturing cities with an average of 70 kilometers
a day.

Figure 4
Example of GIS polygon dataset of neighbourhoods
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2

ROADS
If you need to capture certain roads, it will be useful to have line geometries in GIS/CAD format. Not only to calculate the total recording
distance and make calculation estimates.
A nice example of Open Data is Openstreetmap data, even the max driving speed attributes (if available) can help you to make calculations.
This Openstreetmap data can be downloaded at
https://download.geofabrik.de/ and can be used in GIS tools like QGIS: https://qgis.org
Since the length of the road network and average driving speed can be assigned to the network, these datasets can be really helpful to make
an estimate of the capturing time.

Figure 5
Example of GIS line dataset Openstreetmap

PROJECT BOUNDARIES

Sometimes for specific project areas, there is a geographical file available (GIS/CAD) that describes the area of interest.

Figure 6
Example of combining geographical scope data (purple) & travelpath (red) in recording system, to improve recording process
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DATA
ACQUISITION

3

THE DO’S AND THE DONT’S
DO
Create one large full day of GPS recording and maximize imagery recordings a 1 hour. In case you choose to post process GPS files,
this approach saves you a lot of GPS post processing time and will minimize the risk of losing to much data in case image quality is
not good enough (rain, dirt on lenses).
Use standard naming conventions, e.g. bundle recordings per car-name, name recording folders in recording date format (e.g. 		
Car1_2019_06_17).
Clean camera lens each hour.
Use SSD disks for recording
Use hot swappable SSD disks (especially for high resolution recordings)
Use large HDD disks for backup (8Tb)
Check, check, check: with software tools (e.g. Position Fixer) quality (stats) of your recording (images, gps points etc), each time
after recording
Apply blurring (faces, number plates) during recording or in post processing
Apply image quality improvement (if needed) during post processing.
Use Virtual Reference Stations (VRS) during the postprocessing of GPS to improve the quality of your travel path. Although the real
ime quality of the more advanced GPS systems is good, for a driving vehicle in cities, correction data (RINEX) of (Virtual) Reference
Stations is really improving the quality of the last 10 cm map precision. Buy commercial RINEX data or use governmental RINEX data
or PPP data as free solution.
To calibrate your accuracy, create 3D points in the location near your office (based high precision surveying) to calibrate and check
the positioning of your imagery.
To ensure the quality of projects of multiple days or where multiple vehicles are capturing the data, we advice to make use of the GPS
(NMEA) output and display the recording paths of multiple days/vehicles on the map of your recording system. For the driver in the
car it will be visible to see what has been done or wat must be done. And of course, sharing these GPS/NMEA files also at a central
location in the office, will be handy for planners to see the overall progress of the project.

DON’T
Record your data on the same disk as your Windows PC is running;
Use aggressive cleaning products, that may affect the coating of the lense;
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4

FEATURE
EXTRACTION
TOWARDS PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
MANUAL

Mobile mapping based on street level imagery is meant to get insight in the amounts and the quality of assets.
One of the big advantages of street level imagery is that it is easy to understand for people that have knowledge of the assets (they don’t
have to be specialized geodetic employees). Geotagging these objects really helps to do the inventory/inspection in a very structured way
with the advantage that the geographical output is useful for reporting and planning maintenance.
So certain condition information can be seen directly form the imagery: what is the quality of the coating of an object, what kind of illness
has this tree, what is the severity of the damage in the road?
Sometimes the severity of the condition of an object is hard to determine, but what can be seen is parts of the trajectory where the
condition is good. So why don’t you geotag the areas in the imagery that need to get site visit. This has been a good approach for projects, to
work efficient, save time and money on site visits.

EXTRACTION WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
AI technologies to extract repetitive features from imagery are emerging. You should ask yourself what kind of information do I need to get from
the imagery for your business process:
•
•
•
•
•

What has been built?
Where are my objects? How many are there? (reality)
What is the condition of the objects?
What should be there and what should be the condition? (desired)
What is the difference between as built, reality and desired situation?

So the best AI solutions make use of a combination between imagery and GIS objects. AI solutions that do not only detection, but also analyse the
desired condition are the key for asset managers.
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COMBINE OLD AND NEW INFORMATION:
BLEND GIS WITH IMAGE
A lot of projects often don’t need to start from scratch with entering inventory data. It will save a lot of effort to start with known
information. Open a GIS dataset with assets to update the dataset with new and removed assets.

Figure 7
Blend as built GIS information to recent imagery to see which objects were known, what should be known and what should be.

Figure 8
Blend Design files with imagery to check errors
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HOW TO START WITH AI:
To develop a powerful AI solution, you may ask yourself the following questions:
What would I want the computer to learn? Is that geotagging the assets? Is it recognizing the several types of assets (e.g. not only detecting that it is a
traffic sign, but also the traffic sign type) or would I want the computer to learn to recognize the defects of assets.
The most powerful AI solutions make use of machine learning algorithms. The learning of those systems always start with telling the computer what to
recognize. This is called labeling.

Figure 9
Example of checking visually if assets fail (glass of lights are broken?)

START WITH LABELING YOUR SELF LEARNING DATASET
So for every camera or camera setup you are using, the algorithms must be optimized and learnt what you would like to recognize. In most
cases this is a manual process

Figure 10
Example of selecting parts of the imagery that contains your object and entering attribute information
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Figure 11
Infrastructural objects in real world might appear differently, so AI needs to learn what needs to be detected.

Figure 12
Automatic vectorization (GIS output) of road marking
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In case you have already an existing GIS dataset with locations and attribute information, you can speed up the process of automatic
labeling.

Figure 13
Example of automatic labeling (cropping) based on existing asset information GIS dataset (in this case 100m signs)

Figure 14
Fast and standardized approach for all objects on the road surface
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Curious about the remaining 6 tips? We are happy to discuss them in person. Connect with on
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/horus-view-and-explore-b-v-
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